Introduction
Recent distributed and mobile collaboration technologies enable people to work in nomadic, dynamic teams. In these teams, team-members frequently join and leave the team, change their geographic location, or invite external experts to contribute their expertise. Therefore, the ability to query the company's distributed knowledge base and the search for experts in a specific domain even across enterprise boundaries are key requirements for systems supporting knowledge workers. To enable the collaboration across enterprise boundaries, many recent systems take advantages of Semantic Web technologies.
The Semantic Web [1] as initiated by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), provides a common framework that allows data to be shared and reused across application, enterprise, and community boundaries [6] . The Semantic Web ontologies are used to represent the knowledge on the computer. An ontology formally describes the concepts found in the application domain, the relationships between these concepts, and the properties used to describe the concepts [3, 4] . Therefore, the ontology defines the shared vocabulary that is used in many distributed collaboration systems [2, 5, 7] .
Independently of the business domain, also private "collaboration" has become an important issue. Virtual communities, may these be social networks or virtual enterprises, have recently enjoyed a tremendous popularity. These virtual communities are starting to require functionalities for collaboration in the broadest sense similar to those in business environments. In addition, the wide-spread availability of mobile devices makes support for mobility an arising topic in this domain as well.
The 
Workshop Sessions
The papers presented at the DMC workshop can be broadly classified into technical papers focusing on building and maintaining connections between collaboration partners, and papers focusing on architectural aspects of collaboration systems. DMC addresses both of these challenges and functions as a discussion forum for the latest research in these new technologies. In the following, we review the sessions held one by one:
Technical Aspects
The first session focused on technical aspects of collaboration systems and comprised the following papers: In "Service Discovery for Semantic Peer-to-Peer Cooperation" the authors proposes an approach to quickly discover the providers of a certain service by means of (a) Peer reference architecture including a semantic layer providing information about providers offering similar services; (b) rules for navigating this semantic layer to discover matching services; and (c) considerations about the evolution and maintenance of the semantic layer. The proposed approach is situated in a fully distributed p2p system.
Architectural Aspects
The second session focused on architectural aspects of collaboration systems and comprised the following papers: The paper "A Context-aware Data Sharing Service over MANet to Enable Spontaneous Collaboration" presents a context-aware data sharing service over MANet to enable spontaneous collaboration between mobile workers. Context information is used to adapt services and applications to user situation as well as working groups situation.
In "An Architecture for an Adaptive and Collaborative Learning Management System in Aviation Security" the authors present an architecture for a learning environment for the domain of aviation security. In this domain specific mechanisms are needed to quickly adapt to new learning content, to support different roles ranging from screeners to supervisors, and to enable flexible training scenarios and solid job assessments. The presented system is flexible and adaptive both in knowledge and organizational dimensions.
